
Baker Drive PAC Meeting

October 6, 2021, 7 pm  Zoom Call

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Zoe moved, Corrine seconded

APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES FROM JUNE 11
Zoe moved, Corrine seconded

PRINCIPAL UPDATE - Jill Reid
● Covid Update

○ Kids reporting a positive outlook with new masking restrictions; about 80%
consistency

○ Can’t keep up with replacements for kids that lose their masks; have probably
given out 60 disposable masks in the last 60 days

○ Teachers are giving mask breaks as often as possible; there are no masks
required behind barriers

○ The Terry Fox Run was the first time the school was all together
○ While public sector workers have to have vaccinated there is no mandate for

K-12
● Action Plan for Learning

○ Goal is to have learners able to communication what they are learning and
why does it matter (why is it important to them or a priority to learn in school)

○ Shared with us through updates from school with hopes that it opens up a
dialogue at home - “dinner table conversations”

● Emergency Preparedness
○ Earthquake drill was done on Friday afternoon
○ Jill wants to send out an email outlining school’s emergency preparedness

plan
○ Key topic was that children will not be moved from the school site unless it is

deemed unsafe by emergency services, and that only approved people can
pick up children (or if children were moved to a community member there
would be a process in place to locate children immediately)

○ Jill suggested that we communicate with members of our community, looking
to those who would be home and local in the event of a catastrophic loss as
somewhere our children would be safe to stay with.

● Watched Intro Video from the teachers

TREASURER REPORT - Zoe Sanborn
● Snapshot of the month

○ $1390 in parent donations, last year was $3255 and we were
expecting/budgeted for $2000



○ There are still some expenses to come out, like the orange shirts invoice
○ Gaming grant has not been approved yet, shows as “pending” on the website
○ $4450 in supply donations
○ $6500 in playground fund
○ Leaving us at around $8710 available for next year

● Fundraising
○ Orange shirts show as a deficit on the budget because we bought them last

year and paid for them this year
○ Leaving field trip $ on the list just in case things start to open up

● School Supply Cost Recovery - there will be another ask going out to people who
haven’t donated

HOT LUNCHES - Alicia Wray & Kate Blain
● We have lots of orders! First day is tomorrow -  Subway
● We want to get a reminder sent out to people who have ordered; what does that look

like?

FUNDRAISING REPORT - Erin McKinley & Veronica Moulton
● Lead needed for poinsettias - Christy & Terri
● Bearwear is being added to the PAC site, should be available tonight

○ Note/Plea from Jill - PLEASE LABEL YOUR BEARWEAR
● Pumpkin Patch is going live tonight, will be $5 per pumpkin with option to donate

more $$ to Share

GRADE 5 - Terri Besworth
● Hoodies have been ordered; signatures are being sent.
● There are a few students who haven’t ordered (4 or 5 kids), Jill is going to follow up

with them directly.
● They will be having their first committee meeting next week and asked if the PAC has

a Zoom account.

OTHER BUSINESS
● PAC Zoom account, cost would be $72/year for nonprofits

○ Colleen called for a vote, motion passed Terri & Amy
● Local Support Reminder Cards

○ Cost would be between $70 and $172, and would be a card or magnet that
people could keep in their vehicle or at home to remind them of the places
that Baker has partnered with for donations when you’re shopping

○ Includes Return-It, Rocky Point Liquor Store, Olivers Labels, Livelihood
○ Concerns brought up were questions about exactly what the reminder card

would look like and not having more than a few vendors
○ Tabled until more details can be provided



ADJOURN
Motion to adjourn - Colleen, Shereen seconded

Attendees:
Terri Besworth, Colleen O’Connor, Amy Banmen, Zoe Sanborn, Kimberly Emily, Jill Reid,
Corrine Hansen, Christy Dirks , Alicia Wray, Megan, Kate Blain, Georgina Havelka, Veronica
Moulton, Aimee Mitchell, Nikki Shekhtman, Christie Nelson, Kristy Burnett, Erin McKinley,
Laura Cang, Darlene Johnson

Board Members:
Colleen O’Connor and Amy Banmen, Chair | Zoe Sanborn, Treasurer | Gill Tempest,
Secretary | Jill Reid, Principal | Corrine Hansen, DPAC Representative | Terri Besworth, Past
Chair


